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Market Review 

No doubt, the collapse of a major cryptocurrency exchange and the Midterm elections last 

week,… 



 

 …added to investor uncertainty and increased consternation in the financial markets. 



 

And, since we are repeatedly told that stocks don’t like uncertainty and seemingly all the talking 

heads on CNBC Television have been Bearish, we would not have been surprised if the major 

market averages saw red ink last week. 



 

Such might have been the case, were it not for the release of cooler-than-expected readings on 

inflation at the consumer level,… 



 

…which led to a massive rally in prices of U.S. Treasuries,… 



 

…and a big move higher in the equity markets,… 



 

…with the S&P 500 turning in one of its best weeks ever. 



 

To be sure, Federal Reserve officials were quick with hawkish commentary. Dallas Fed 

President Lorie K. Logan reminded, “This morning’s CPI data were a welcome relief. But there 

is still a long way to go.” San Francisco Fed President Mary C. Daly added, “The new data are 

still far from a victory,” with Cleveland Fed President Loretta Mester explaining, “We need to do 

more, and we will.” 

However, the interest rate futures market became less concerned about further Fed tightening, 

with the target for the peak Fed Funds rate dropping to 4.89% from 5.10% the week prior,… 



 

…with the expectation that Jerome H. Powell & Co. won’t need to be as aggressive in their go-

forward stance toward monetary policy bolstered somewhat by a pullback in sentiment on Main 

Street,… 



 

…and a modest increase in first-time jobless filings that are likely to move higher given recent 

layoff announcements at more than a few tech giants. 



 

Of course, the outlook for Q4 GDP growth improved last week,… 



 

…even as the odds of recession held steady at the sky-high 60% level,… 



 

…and corporate profit projections for 2023 pulled back somewhat. 



 

***** 

As we have never possessed a market-timing crystal ball, we do not know which way the 

markets will move in the near term,… 



 

…and we’ll leave the soothsaying to others,… 



 

…but we remain of the view that stocks in general are reasonably priced,… 



 

…and that our broadly diversified portfolios of what we believe to be undervalued stocks are 

very attractively valued. 



 

There is never a guarantee that the past is prologue, but we offer the friendly reminder that 

equities have proved rewarding in the fullness of time for those who remember that the secret to 

success in stocks is not to get scared out of them,… 



 

…while we like that we are now in the seasonally favorable time of year,… 



 

..and that the kind of stocks we have long championed performed handsomely in the inflationary 

1970s… 



 

…and during the Volcker inflation fight of the first half of the 1980s, despite two recessions 

occurring in that battle. 



 

***** 

Because the financial press remains hyper-focused on short-term fluctuations and we understand 

that 2022 has been a very disappointing year, while the equity futures were back in the red on 

Sunday night, we again offer longer-term perspective. After all, those who utilize even a 

modestly longer measuring stick will realize that Value stocks have been a terrific place in which 

to invest, even with this year’s ugliness… 



 

…provided they have stuck with their long-term investment plan. Alas, the evidence suggests 

this is easier said than done as many have jumped into and out of the market at inopportune 

times. 



 

Stock Updates 

Keeping in mind that all stocks are rated as a “Buy” until such time as they are a “Sell,” a listing 

of all current recommendations is available for download via the following link: 

https://theprudentspeculator.com/dashboard/. We also offer the reminder that any sales we make 

for our newsletter strategies are announced via our Sales Alerts. 

Jason Clark, Chris Quigley and Zack Tart offer updates on several of our stocks that posted 

quarterly results last week or had news out worthy of mention. 

Shares of Kohl’s (KSS – $31.23) rallied more than 15% last week after the omnichannel retailer 

announced that embattled CEO Michelle Gass would be departing. Kohl’s also released 

preliminary fiscal Q3 2023 data (with the full report scheduled for this coming Thursday). 

Ms. Gass plans to step down as CEO and member of the Kohl’s Board of Directors, effective 

December 2, 2022. While we think that she accomplished some solid strategic initiatives during 

her tenure, she looked bad and lost investor trust around the handling of a potential sale of the 

retailer with her public comments and management’s overall disinterest in possible transactions 

at prices 80% to 100% higher than where the shares trade today. 

https://theprudentspeculator.com/dashboard/


The Board appointed Tom Kingsbury to serve as interim CEO until a permanent successor is 

named. Chair Peter Boneparth stated, “The Board is grateful for Michelle’s many contributions 

since she joined the company in 2013. Under her leadership, the company has driven a strategic 

transformation, expanded its partnerships and brand portfolio, and supported an inclusive and 

collaborative culture. On behalf of all Kohl’s associates, we wish her well in her next endeavor.” 

Mr. Boneparth added, “Tom is highly regarded and perfectly equipped to take the role of Interim 

CEO, and the Board looks forward to working closely with him and the team to facilitate a 

smooth transition process and continue driving Kohl’s strategy.” Mr. Kingsbury has an 

accomplished career in senior positions at leading retailers, including President and CEO of 

Burlington Stores, Senior Executive Vice President of Kohl’s, and several management positions 

at The May Department Stores Company, including President and CEO of its Filene’s division. 

He is currently a Director of Tractor Supply Company, BJ’s Wholesale Club Holdings. and Big 

Lots. 

Mr. Kingsbury stated, “I’m proud and humbled to take the Interim CEO role during such an 

important time for the Company. Despite a challenging economic environment, Kohl’s is well 

positioned for long-term success with its unique off-mall store footprint, omnichannel presence, 

and loyal customer base. The Board and I are committed to the continued refresh and innovation 

strategy Kohl’s has begun, the cornerstone of which is the terrific partnership we have with 

Sephora. I firmly believe in the long-term potential of this company, our associates and our 

ability to deliver value for shareholders.” 

Kohl’s provided preliminary unaudited results for Q3, anticipating that comparable store sales 

decreased 6.9% and net sales decreased 7.2% as compared to the third quarter of the prior year, 

while operating margins came in at 4.7% and adjusted EPS at $0.82. That bottom-line tally is 

above the expected $0.75. 

For all its warts, the company continues to generate sufficient cash flow to support the dividend 

(the yield is 6.4%), while the balance sheet is in decent shape with a $500 million share 

repurchase program underway. There is also reason to think Kohl’s growing partnership with 

makeup brand Sephora will prove fruitful, and the company sits on valuable real estate that is 

attracting institutional investor interest. Earnings have been very volatile, but KSS now trades for 

a forward P/E ratio of less than 10. Our Target Price is $52. 

Shares of biotech giant Amgen (AMGN – $285.02) rallied 6% last week on positive data from a 

trial for its Obesity drug (AMG 133). In the phase 1 study, which included three doses, four 

weeks apart, the low dose showed a mean reduction in body weight of 7.19% by day 85, and the 

high dose a reduction of 14.52%, compared to a 1.49% drop for placebo. Amgen says it will 

present additional data in December at the World Congress on Insulin Resistance, Diabetes and 

Cardiovascular Disease, as it plans to rapidly start a phase 2 trial. 

Management also recently increased its fiscal 2022 EPS and revenue guidance. It now expects 

between $17.25 and $17.85 of EPS and revenue between $26.0 billion to $26.3 billion. 



AMGN has been on a tear this year, with shares up nearly 27% year-to-date. The latest win for 

the Obesity medication is one of several bits of good news to break of late, noting data from 

September regarding its lung-cancer pill (Lumakras) that beat out chemotherapy, the current 

treatment. Amgen is racing to fend off competition for leading drug Enbrel expected in the next 

one to two years, while newer osteoporosis drug Evenity and asthma drug Tezspire should 

support modest revenue growth until the pipeline bears additional fruit. Amgen shares trade for 

15 times EPS expected this year and next, while the dividend yield is 2.7%. Our Target Price has 

been raised to $312. 

Medical device maker Medtronic PLC (MDT – $83.55) suffered the opposite fate as its Renal 

Denervation Procedure (RDN), which is designed to reduce hypertension, failed to meet its 

primary endpoint (with a 51% probability of superiority for the RDN group versus those who 

received a sham control procedure). 

Medtronic said the study did meet the prespecified secondary endpoint and primary safety 

endpoint, however, as it presented data at the American Heart Association scientific sessions. 

Despite the results, the firm said it has submitted a premarket approval package to the U.S. FDA 

for review and approval of the product. 

Unlike many of our healthcare holdings, it’s been a tough 12 months for MDT shares (now down 

nearly 30% over the period), as supply-chain issues continue to be a major headwind and overall 

procedure volumes remain soft due to COVID-19 restrictions in markets like China where 

rolling lockdowns have taken a toll. Despite the bumps in the road, we remain patient while 

MDT takes measures to sort through regulatory and supply chain hurdles, the latter including co-

location of employees with suppliers and sourcing materials from sub-tier suppliers to remove 

middlemen. 

We continue to think Medtronic’s competitive position is intact, and given the slide shares now 

trade in line with a market multiple for a company that has historically held roughly 50% market 

share in its core heart device business. It is also the leader in spinal products, insulin pumps, and 

neuromodulators for chronic pain. At the time of the latest earnings release, management 

continued to project organic top-line growth between 4% and 5% and adjusted EPS in the range 

of $5.53 to $5.65. The dividend yield is 3.3% and our Target Price for MDT is $131. 

HF Sinclair (DINO – $62.05) earned $4.58 per share (vs. $4.21 est.) in Q3, another fantastic 

performance for the mid-continent refiner. With record throughput, DINO generated a 65% 

increase in gasoline and distillate sales volumes as the industry continues to benefit from wide 

margins (particularly in the latter), while inventory remains tight. The relatively new renewable 

segment continued to drag on results with losses (albeit less than in Q2) as the company works 

through startup kinks related to new facilities. Management expects to approach renewable 

profitability in the quarters ahead as it pushes higher volume to cover fixed costs and as 

increasing reliability allows for the use of lower-cost feedstock. Following the closure of its 

merger with Sinclair, the firm is focused on growing its DINO brand, adding 29 branded 

marketing sites in the quarter. 



Chief Operating Officer Timothy Go spoke to the demand/supply dynamics in the market, “We 

definitely see a better for longer scenario here where we think refining margins will continue to 

deliver above mid-cycle returns, here for the foreseeable future. We’re on a structurally short 

market. We continued to see that which were refinery rationalizations that have occurred over 

the last couple of years, the Russia-Ukraine conflict that is causing trade flow disruptions. As 

you look forward, it’s hard to see that changing significantly in the near term. We know that 

there’s going to be some additional start-up of some refining capacity next year, think the 

[Exxon’s] Beaumont refinery, [Cenovus] the Superior refinery, you’re going to be starting up, 

but we also know that the Lyondell refinery has announced that it’s going to close, the Rodeo 

refineries announced that they’re going to close. So, we think that there is the structural shortage 

is going to continue for quite some time. Really until you get into 2024, when you start seeing 

the Mexico and Nigeria refinery start-up, we don’t really see a big change in the overall supply-

demand. We had a whole energy transition theme that is — I know it’s gotten a lot of attention 

over the last several years. It’s really proving out to be more of a longer-term evolution, right? 

With the high inflation that we’re seeing right now, only going to slow down continued 

investments in-kind of green technology and so we see that the demand for our products are 

going to continue to be strong and our refineries are producing as much as they can right now 

and still having trouble keeping inventories for so, I mean, look, long-story-short, we think that 

refining market is going to be a strong year for the foreseeable future.” 

Since the closing of the Sinclair acquisition on March 14, 2022, DINO has returned over $1.1 

billion back to shareholders, ahead of management’s initial target of $1 billion by the end Q1 

2023. Management reiterated its intention of returning at least 50% of free cash flow in the form 

of buybacks and dividends, which is supported by the announcement of a new $1 billion share 

repurchase authorization in September. The company suggested the mix of capital returns is to 

be determined, but we wouldn’t be surprised to see a significant bump in the dividend (the yield 

is currently 2.6%) next February given the new cash generating potential of the combined entity. 

It doesn’t hurt to have a bit of luck, but the purchase of Sinclair assets, along with the Puget 

Sound refinery, could seemingly not have come at a better time given the state of global energy 

markets. We continue to think a lot of management and even as we acknowledge that refining 

profits tend to be cyclical shares are not egregiously priced (trading for nearly 10 times the 2025 

profit estimate) despite the nearly 90% rally over the past year. We are mindful of the expanding 

weight in our portfolios, but our Target Price has been bumped to $76. 

Crop nutrient provider Mosaic (MOS – $52.79 earned an adjusted $3.22 per share (vs. $3.41 

est.) in Q3, more than double the $1.35 from a year ago. Sales grew 56% year-over-year to $5.35 

billion (vs. $5.79 billion est.), bolstered by strong growth in Potash volumes, up 17% year-over-

year. 

CEO Joc O’Rourke echoed the sentiment offered by leadership at other major crop nutrient 

players recently, “Food security remains a concern around the world…It is important to 

remember that the market was tight when the year began, well before the start of the war, and 

issues over the last several months have further exacerbated the situation. Ukraine’s production 

shortfall is significant, but weather issues like high temperatures and drought conditions in other 

major growing regions are having an even bigger impact on an already tight market…Because of 



this, we see a tight market for global grains and oilseeds continuing into 2023 and beyond. The 

global fertilizer market remains tight with supply constraints in both potash and phosphate still 

unresolved… To summarize, the strength of crop prices and more affordable fertilizer prices 

suggest nutrient demand will recover from the summer lull we experienced during the third 

quarter. Given the constructive ag backdrop, we believe our business is well positioned to 

benefit.” 

Given the current period of abundance, Mosaic remains focused on returning capital to 

shareholders, shelling out roughly $670 million in the latest quarter, including $600 million of 

share buybacks. The effort has dropped outstanding shares from approximately 380 million 

shares to 340 million shares over the past 12 months. Management also intends to spend more 

than $200 million over the next few years to upgrade its core systems. It expects the effort to 

result in a payback period of 2-3 years as the upgrades allow for more seamless integration 

across sales, production, supply chain and global support functions. 

It is hard for us to expect the tightness that characterizes global ag markets to alleviate overnight, 

but we acknowledge that both fertilizer and crop prices can be extremely volatile in either 

direction. As shares remain a third below their annual high in mid-April, we are pleased with our 

decision to trim our MOS position earlier in the year, but with the forward P/E ratio at just 5 

times the 2023 EPS estimate we like management’s decision to buy shares hand over fist. 

Comfortable with our exposure at present, our Target Price now resides at $85. 

Deutsche Post AG (DPSGY – $41.18) shares soared 15% last week, even as the shipper 

reported bottom-line Q3 results that slightly trailed expectations. In the third quarter, DPSGY 

earned $1.02 per share (vs. $1.03 est.) and had $24.2 billion of revenue (vs. $22.6 billion est.). 

Management hiked the full-year adjusted EBIT target by 400 million euros to 8.4 billion euros 

and lowered the expected tax rate to 28% to 29%. DPSGY is targeting 2024 adjusted EBIT 

around 8.5 billion euros. Deutsche Post has benefitted from a return of demand in the Business-

to-Consumer, Express and eCommerce Solutions segments. Declining air freight and ocean 

volumes presented challenges, while fuel surcharges have blunted some of the impact from rising 

transportation costs. 

CEO Frank Appel said, “We are very happy that we have seen in the third quarter again 

profitability for the Group more than EUR2 billion and a lift up year-over-year despite that Q3 

last year was already very strong. I’m particularly happy about the free cash flow performance, 

which is even stronger than our preliminary announcement. So that’s very good, 45% up year-

over-year. I think that shows that we really are focused on free cash flow generation.” 

He concluded, “Overall, we are confident that we can keep a very high level. Even if now, the 

next quarters will become more challenging, but still if you compare that before, in comparison 

to the pre-COVID level, we believe that we can keep a significantly higher level than before 

COVID despite (inaudible) we face.” 

Shippers, especially those tilted to express volume, have had a challenging year. High fuel costs 

and lower volumes have been strong headwinds, even as consumer spending remained robust in 

the first three quarters of the year. Deutsche Post holds nearly 7 billion euros of debt on its 



balance sheet, but the weighted average coupon is 1.2% and weighted average maturity is in 

2027, which provides some breathing room for the European macroeconomic environment to 

stabilize. The American Deposit Receipt offers a net dividend yield of 3.3% and our Target Price 

is $71. 

Lumentum (LITE – $57.73) reported a soft outlook, despite announcing a solid fiscal Q1 2023, 

which sent shares down more than 19% last week. A leading manufacturer of optical products 

and lasers, LITE earned an impressive adjusted $1.69 per share (vs. $1.56 est.) on record revenue 

of $507 million (vs. $504 million est.). Lumentum expects weaker-than-expected fiscal Q2 2023 

revenue between $490 million and $520 million and an EPS range between $1.20 and $1.45, 

which trailed the $1.61 consensus estimate. The guidance miss led to an analyst downgrade and 

several target price whacks. 

CEO Alan Lowe commented, “In fiscal Q1, compared to the same quarter last year, we delivered 

$136 million of incremental revenue in Telecom, a 79% increase, which includes two months of 

revenue from our recent acquisitions. Organically, we grew Telecom 38% year-over-year. Over 

the years, we have built a foundation of customer trust, as our differentiated solutions have been 

proven within network architectures. Also Lumentum’s revenue exposure to infrastructure 

markets through our Communications and Commercial Lasers product lines has never been 

stronger. We expect that greater than 85% of company-wide revenue will come from 

infrastructure markets outside of consumer in fiscal ’23. This is due to the share normalization 

and consumer discussed on previous calls and recent strategic investments.” 

Mr. Lowe continued, “Last quarter, we gave a full-year financial outlook to help the investment 

community model our fiscal ’23 business. Since then, there have been several developments in 

the supply and demand landscapes. In Telecom, I see supply shortages are not improving, as 

quickly as previously anticipated. We now expect these shortages to gate our revenue throughout 

fiscal ’23. In addition, like many others, we are now seeing incrementally lower cloud and 

consumer end market demand from our customers.” 

CFO Wajid Ali offered some color on the 2023 outlook, “We continue to experience IC supply 

shortages, which are not improving as quickly as previously anticipated, and are now expected to 

gate our revenue throughout fiscal ’23. In addition, like many others, we now expect lower cloud 

and consumer end market driven demand from our customers. Based on these factors, our new 

revenue outlook is $1.9 billion to $2.05 billion. At the midpoint, this is a reduction of 

approximately 9% from our August outlook, and still is greater than 15% growth from fiscal ’22. 

Our fiscal ’23 operating margin outlook is in the range of 19% to 22%, and annual EPS is in the 

range of $4.65 to $5.65 per share. The delay in the improvement of the supply of a small number 

of ICs is the largest factor within our lower fiscal ’23 outlook. Within this outlook, we are 

reducing spending in discretionary areas, while increasing our R&D investments in growth 

initiatives, both in existing markets and new markets. As we execute on acquisition synergies 

and work down shortages in IC supply, and we begin to realize the benefits from the accelerated 

R&D investments. We expect to return to our target financial model of 50% gross margin, and 

30% operating margin in the longer term.” 



Record backlogs in fiber and an “unrelenting need for bandwidth” would seem to be positive 

longer-term dynamics, even if supply chain constraints put a near-term damper on output. Still, it 

was disappointing to learn that supply shortages are not expected to improve as quickly as 

previously expected, especially when other companies in the Tech space are seeing some level of 

normal operations. Lower cloud and consumer demand is not unexpected given the growing 

economic uncertainty, and we are pleased that infrastructure spending (which is usually harder to 

earn but longer to last) is making up for it. We appreciate that LITE plans to accelerate R&D 

spend again once supply constraints ease. Shares trade for just 10 times forward earnings and our 

Target Price resides at $133. 

Gen Digital (GEN – $22.94), formerly NortonLifeLock (NLOK), reported fiscal Q2 2023 

earnings of $0.45 (vs. $0.45 est.) and had revenue of $748 million (vs. $722 million est.). The 

cyber-security concern said the name change reflects the company’s focus on all generations, and 

the family of brands includes: Norton, Avast, LifeLock, Avira, AVG, Reputation Defender and 

CCleaner. The second quarter was GEN’s 13th consecutive with bookings growth, which grew 

11% and were propelled by cross-selling and key-partner revenue. 

CEO Vincent Pilette said, “As we look to the future, the currents and potentially a recessionary 

economy thus put downward pressure on some part of our business, but we also see this as an 

opportunity and a catalyst for us. I am confident, with our high recurring revenue model coupled 

with our operational discipline that our business will remain durable and flexible to navigate the 

short-term challenging environment. At the end, we know that the need for comprehensive cyber 

safety and digital freedom is a secular growth trend, and we are the leader.” 

CFO Natalie Derse offered details on the outlook, “We have high confidence in our cash flow 

generation, which will continue to grow with profitability. Year-to-date we have returned over 

$550 million back to shareholders in the form of both buybacks and dividends. We deployed a 

total of $404 million toward share repurchases or over 17 million shares in the first half of this 

fiscal year and have approximately $1.4 billion remaining in our current buyback program… For 

Q3, we expect non-GAAP revenue in the range of $925 million to $940 million, which reflects 

the first full quarter of contribution from Avast and reflect cyber safety mid-single digit bookings 

growth. This also includes approximately $40 million of headwinds from FX. We expect Q3 

non-GAAP EPS to be in the range of $0.42 to $0.45 per share, this reflects the first quarter 

diluted impact from Avast but please note, we expect Avast to be accretive in the first 12 

months.” 

The outlook wasn’t enough to win over analysts at Morgan Stanley, who wrote GEN is “too 

cheap to sell, too early to buy.” Of course, we would argue that the hardest part of market timing 

is getting the timing right. While GEN has held up well this year relative to other Tech stocks, 

the 10% price whack and growing earnings suggest the stock is still on sale. EPS for 2022 was 

$1.75 and analysts expect that figure to grow to $2.35 by fiscal 2025, and we expect the 

company’s acquisitions and integrations will bring additional benefits. Our Target Price for GEN 

is $35. 

Shares of Walt Disney (DIS – $95.01) fell after the entertainment giant’s Q4 2022 earnings and 

revenue report came up short of expectations. DIS earned $0.30 per share (vs. $0.50 est.) and had 



revenue totaling $20.2 billion (vs. $21.3 billion est.). Disney+ grew 39% year-over-year to 164.2 

million subscribers and ESPN+ grew 42% year-over-year to 24.3 million subscribers. Analysts 

were expecting the Parks segment to earn $1.9 billion, making the $1.51 billion revenue figure a 

disappointment, even as closures of the Shanghai park were outside of Disney’s control. 

CEO Bob Chapek said, “Fiscal 2022 was a strong year for our company as we continued our 

journey of telling incredible Disney stories, utilizing groundbreaking technology in order to 

further develop our brands and franchises while customizing and personalizing experiences to 

make magical memories that last a lifetime. Those efforts resulted in truly phenomenal 

storytelling, record annual results at our Parks, Experiences and Products segment, and 

outstanding growth at our Direct-to-Consumer services, which added nearly 57 million 

subscriptions this year to reach a total of more than 235 million.. 2022 was an important year of 

recovery coming out of the pandemic as we made foundational investments in our long-term 

success. As we celebrate the 3-year anniversary of Disney+ this week, I can’t help but reflect 

upon how our commitment to and substantial investment in our DTC business has helped create 

the world’s most powerful suite of streaming services with the ability to reach hundreds of 

millions of viewers around the world with must-see content. Services, which aren’t just content 

delivery systems, but platforms that bring us closer to audiences than ever before and enable 

consumers to access more of The Walt Disney Company’s total offering. With our unmatched 

brands and franchises, robust pipeline of content capable of filling all of our distribution 

channels, unique experiences and strong connections to audiences around the world, I believe we 

are well positioned for future long-term growth, and I’m confident in the path forward.” 

CFO Christine McCarthy added, “Looking towards fiscal 2023, while we continue to monitor 

our booking trends for any macroeconomic impacts, we are still seeing robust demand at our 

domestic parks and are anticipating a strong holiday season in Q1. Disney Cruise Line was also a 

meaningful contributor to the year-over-year increase in domestic parks and experiences’ 

operating income in Q4, reflecting the successful launch of the Disney Wish in July and 

continued recovery of the existing fleet coming out of the pandemic…assuming we do not see a 

meaningful shift in the macroeconomic climate, we currently expect total company’s fiscal 2023 

revenue and segment operating income to both grow at a high single-digit percentage rate versus 

fiscal 2022. We are confident about the opportunities we see to continue to transform our 

business for the next 100 years and look forward to sharing our progress with you all throughout 

2023.” 

While fiscal Q4 left a lot to be desired in terms of earnings and revenue, the company continued 

to grow its digital services franchise. Despite the more than 160 million global Disney+ 

subscribers, DIS is still working to find the balance between direct-to-consumer and other 

methods of release, including movie theaters. Mr. Chapek expects Disney+ to “achieve 

profitability” next fiscal year and the company’s content calendar appears stacked with releases 

that are likely to achieve attention and eyeballs. While DIS has been fairly volatile since the 

pandemic began, a logarithmic price chart shows the company’s trajectory has very much been 

unbothered by otherwise-major macroeconomic factors. 

Beyond the newer digital-oriented business lines, the company’s Parks segment continues to 

attract throngs of visitors paying high prices, while add-ons separate the initial ticket purchase 



from the extras (in the same way airline bag fees and snack prices are disconnected from the fare 

price). In addition, the theme parks generally operate below capacity, offering DIS management 

the option of increasing visitor limits if there’s an economic need to trim prices. Shanghai Disney 

Resort continues to experience restrictions related to China’s zero-COVID policy, so we expect 

to see higher visitor counts there if the government’s policy is relaxed. 

We appreciate the longevity of Disney’s content compared to peers in the film space and like the 

company’s continued focus on content generation, which includes a healthy mix of completely 

new content and reach-backs into the deep intellectual property library. DIS is expected to grow 

annual EPS from the current $3.53 to a figure around $6.75 per share in fiscal 2025. Our Target 

Price has been cut to $151, but we consider Disney to be a cornerstone in our broadly diversified 

portfolios. 

Shares of Honda Motor (HMC – $23.98) gained modest ground last week as the Japanese 

vehicle maker reported that it earned $0.80 per share in fiscal Q2, modestly below projections 

($0.83) on $30.8 billion of sales, which topped estimates ($27.6 billion). The company did give a 

hike to operating profit guidance for the full year but the update was shy of the average analyst 

estimate. Motorcycles remain the driver of operating income, with operating profit growing 50% 

year-over-year for the segment. 

We continue to like the cash-rich balance sheet and 2.9% dividend yield, even as a significantly 

stronger dollar has affected the payout. Shares have held up reasonably well this year, even with 

a CEO change. The company is behind most global competitors in its Electric Vehicle offering 

but is now working to speed up the electrification of its motorcycle division. Honda raised its 

target for electric motorcycles to be in the 60% to 70% range of overall sales by 2030 

(previously 30%-40%) and is partnering with LG to build a battery plant for its U.S.-market 

vehicles. While our position in HMC is relatively small and we have debated consolidating into 

other undervalued stocks, for the time being we are content to hold our shares for a revised 

Target Price of $31. 

Multinational financial services titan Allianz SE (ALIZY – $20.84) posted GAAP+ EPS of 

$0.61 for Q3 2022, ahead of the $0.52 estimate. For the first three quarters, ALIZY is tracking 

3% ahead of last year on operating profit (10.2 billion euros) thanks to the Property and Casualty 

segment. The combined ratio in P&C was flat year-over-year and new business in the Life 

segment has been at a higher margin than existing business. 

CFO Giulio Terzariol explained, “In summary, we had strong performance in Q3, but I will say 

also we had a strong performance throughout the year. Based on the performance that we see; we 

have revised our outlook to be in the upper half of the target range. And with the buyback that 

we announced today EUR1 billion we are basically at EUR2 billion for the year, combined with 

a EUR4.5 billion of dividend that we paid in May, we have EUR6.5 billion. And speaking about 

capital deployment, we also did some small acquisition in the first part of the year, like we 

bought some book of business in Asia, we also completed now the acquisition in Greece. So 

overall, we are speaking of capital deployment, both on good, healthy remittances, but also, we 

continue to invest in our business moving forward.” 



Allianz reiterated its expectation to achieve operating profit for 2022 in the neighborhood of 13.4 

billion euros, plus or minus 1 billion euros. Management is working hard to improve operating 

ratios, minimize losses and grow the insurance business, while battling rising rates and high 

inflation. Shares have held up as well as the S&P 500 Financials sector index (and better than the 

broader S&P 500) and continue to look attractive from a valuation standpoint, while boasting a 

net dividend yield of 3.8%. Our Target Price for ALIZY is $25. 

Power systems provider EnerSys (ENS – $77.54) posted adjusted EPS of $1.11 in fiscal Q2. 

Revenue grew 14% year-over-year to 899 million. Exchange rates again reduced the company’s 

accounting profit, even as ENS reported volume growth in all of its business segments. Inflation 

and supply constraints continue to affect operating margins, which actually improved due to 

favorable price mix. Management explained costs have risen by about $100 million between Q2 

2021 and Q2 2023, but the company expects Q3 EPS between $1.20 and $1.30 with a gross 

margin between 21% and 23%. 

CEO David Shaffer said, “While we continue to monitor the supply chain environment and 

commodity markets, we are cautiously optimistic that our second quarter results represent a 

turning point with costs starting to plateau and signs of supply chain constraints easing. 

Customer demand for our products remains strong with secular trends in our diverse set of end 

markets providing support in a variety of economic environment scenarios.” 

He concluded, “Our top near-term priorities are to increase productivity at our Missouri plants, 

execute our inventory reduction initiatives and remain diligent in mitigating supply chain and 

inflationary pressures. As we have firm last quarter, our long-term strategic initiatives remain 

unchanged and we’ve made significant progress against them, despite this highly disruptive 

period.” 

We think EnerSys sits at a cross section of megatrends, such as 5G, the electrification of mobility 

and grid modernization, which offer a terrific runway for growth, and we like that the company 

continues to pursue new applications and technology. Even as ENS continues to battle 

widespread macroeconomic headwinds, the company continues to grow its revenue, which 

totaled $3.36 billion in 2022 and is expected to surpass $4 billion by 2025. Management has 

been quick to hike prices in response to rising costs, which hasn’t seemed to impact demand in 

any meaningful way. After soaring nearly 17% following the Q3 report, shares are now almost 

flat for the year, and we think lots remains to be excited about. The dividend yield is modest at 

0.9%, but we continue to think that significant capital gains potential exists for a reasonable 

price. Our Target Price has been hiked to $124. 

Tapestry (TPR – $35.37) announced before the market open on Thursday that it earned $0.79 

per share in fiscal Q1 on $1.51 billion of sales (vs. $1.5 billion est.), with the bottom line slightly 

ahead of estimates. Shares of the designer of clothing, footwear and accessories initially headed 

south on the report as management also guided for lower revenue. However, they reversed 

course throughout the trading day amidst a broader market rally that continued on Friday, with 

the stock ending the week up 9%. The revision to revenue was mostly due to a headwind from 

foreign exchange, with the projection for fiscal 2023 now between $6.5 billion and $6.6 billion, 

down from about $6.9 billion previously. 



CEO Joanne Crevoiserat said, “Our results exceeded expectations despite the more challenging 

backdrop, demonstrating the strength of our iconic brands, the agility of our operating model, 

and the consistent execution of our global teams…We powered global growth, delivering record 

first quarter revenue. These results were led by double-digit constant currency growth in 

international markets, which we achieved despite COVID related headwinds in China with 

pressure fully offset by outsized gains in the rest of Asia and Europe. In North America, sales 

grew slightly amid an increasingly difficult consumer backdrop. Overall, we achieved our top-

line expectations, highlighting the benefits of our globally diversified brands and business.” 

Coach continues to pull the lion’s share of the weight, but we also like the potential of Tapestry’s 

other brands. Even as Ms. Crevoiserat & Co. continue to produce solid results, the share price 

has fallen 20% over the last 12 months, so management efforts to repurchase stock should be all 

the better at current levels. Indeed, the company maintained its expectation to return 

approximately $1.0 billion to shareholders in the fiscal year. Shares appear to be a bargain to us, 

trading for less than 10 times the 2023 EPS projection with the figure falling to around 7 in 2025. 

Sweetening the proposition is the 3.4% dividend yield. Our Target Price for TPR now stands at 

$62. 

Shares of WestRock (WRK – $37.66) jumped almost 9% last week as the maker of corrugated 

packaging reported fiscal Q4 results that were a bit below expectations, and the U.S. equity 

markets rallied sharply. For the recently completed quarter, WRK said adjusted EPS came in at 

$1.43, versus the consensus analyst estimate of $1.44. Revenue of $5.40 billion slightly trailed 

the average analyst forecast of $5.48 billion. Revenue was 6.1% better than the same period a 

year ago, while adjusted EPS came in more than 16% greater on a year-over-year basis. 

“WestRock delivered record net sales of $21.3 billion in fiscal 2022 and continued our track 

record of strong operating cash flow by generating more than $2 billion in the same period,” said 

CEO David Sewell. “Our team remains relentlessly focused on partnering with our customers to 

help them meet their needs for sustainable paper and packaging solutions as we deliver on our 

overall transformation initiatives.” 

As for the outlook, Mr. Sewell said, “Looking ahead to fiscal 2023, we will continue to 

strengthen our business as we drive innovation across our portfolio. While market conditions 

remain uncertain as our customers work through the current high inventory levels, WestRock’s 

ability to serve a variety of end markets with our diverse portfolio provides resiliency that will 

serve us well. We remain confident that our business model, scale and ongoing transformation 

initiatives will continue to drive long-term shareholder value.” 

After slashing its dividend during the early part of the pandemic, a rebound in sales has allowed 

WRK to resume more generous payments, including a recent 10% hike, leaving the current yield 

at 2.9%. While an economic slowdown in many parts of the world might be a near-term wet 

blanket on aggregate demand, we think WRK produces important products that aren’t easily 

replaced, and that the firm will be a beneficiary of long-term e-commerce tailwinds (via shipping 

boxes). The stock is very inexpensive, trading for a forward P/E ratio of less than 9. Our Target 

Price for WRK is now $66. 
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